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1. At bedside verify patient identity per your hospital 
protocol.   

 
2. Lift the shield and place your preprinted patient label in 

the center of the wristband information area.  

 
3. Peel away the white liner and on a flat surface, press the 

clear shield down firmly from left to right, ensuring it the 
patient information is completely sealed.  

 
4. Apply your pre-printed patient information label to the 

draw tube.  

 
5. Remove a bar code label from the blood band and place it 

onto the draw tube. 
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6. Draw the patient’s blood sample per your hospital 
protocol. 

 
7. Label other forms at patient bedside per your hospital 

protocol using the labels from the bar code blood band.   

 
8. Separate the draw tube tail at the perforation. On the 

backside, remove the adhesive liner and attach the tail to 
the draw tube.  This allows for easy transport to the blood 
bank. 
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9. Apply the band to the patient, allowing one finger space 
for comfort.  Snap the band closed.   

 
10. Once the specimen tube is in the blood bank, you can 

scan the bar code on the specimen tube into the 
hospital’s Laboratory Information System to capture the 
Blood Bank ID. This code can also be manually entered. 

 
OPTIONAL DOWNTIME SOLUTION 
The Securline® Bar Code Blood Band Hybrid Version is a great downtime 
option in the event your LIS system goes down. You can handwrite the 
patient ID information as a back-up method. 
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